Heighten student thinking and writing in your classroom

Nelson is excited to bring together leading, innovative education resources to offer the best content to boost student engagement and academic success in secondary classrooms.

**ESSAYJack**

An interactive, online essay writing tool that helps students organize their thoughts into well-structured essays to communicate their ideas.

[Learn more at nelson.com/essayjack](http://nelson.com/essayjack)

**NORTON**

Renowned resources that challenge student thinking through rigorous, academic content.

[Explore throughout the catalogue](http://norton.com/catalogue)
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Guide your students to think like historians

In this series students will learn why we study history, what makes it important and how it impacts us today. Designed to meet the 2013 Ontario Curriculum Social Studies, Grade 1 to 6; History and Geography, Grades 7 and 8, Nelson HISTORY offers rich visuals carefully selected to enhance student's learning.

Student Book
- Features historical quotations and texts, illustrations, photographs, charts, and maps
- Over 200 primary sources
- Includes access to the online PDF version

Teacher's Resource
- Offered in a blended format to provide you with maximum flexibility
- The print version includes:
  - Teaching Notes for each lesson in the student book
  - Assessment tools and strategies
  - Blackline Masters
- The Online Teaching Centre includes:
  - Projectable student book pages
  - Lesson plans, modifiable Blackline Masters, and assessment tools
  - Interactive maps, videos, and weblinks

©2015, Nelson Education
Nelson HISTORY7
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176710545 $43.95
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Teacher's Resource (Print) + Online Teaching Centre (Life of Edition Access) 9780176710460 $149.95

©2016, Nelson Education
Nelson HISTORY8
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176710361 $43.95
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Teacher's Resource (Print) + Online Teaching Centre (Life of Edition Access) 9780176710644 $149.95

Teacher's Resource
(Print) + Catholic Online Teaching Centre (Life of Edition Access)

©2015, Nelson Education
Nelson HISTORY7
9780176710415 $149.95
©2016, Nelson Education
Nelson HISTORY8
9780176710699 $149.95

© Trillium Approved

nelson.com/geohistory

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
Canadian Sources: Investigated
1914 to the Present
Revised Edition

Authors: Elizabeth Freeman-Shaw, Jan Haskings-Winner, Diane Vautour

Developed for Ontario Grade 10 Academic History (CHC2D)

This robust resource will help your students think like historians—by examining, analyzing, and investigating evidence. Offered in print and digital formats, Canadian Sources: Investigated is organized around four Historical Thinking Concepts and includes a wide variety of primary sources.

The Student Book includes:
- Over 500 Primary Source Documents
- Access to online Student Book PDFs

The revised edition offers an Online Teaching Centre which provides access to:
- Downloadable Teacher’s Resource
- Modifiable Blackline Masters
- Videos to launch each unit
- The Student Book
- Test Questions
- Tech Tools resources
- RSS feed

Table of Contents
Introduction: Why Study History?
1. 1914–1919
2. 1920–1929
3. 1930–1939
4. 1940–1949
5. 1950–1959
7. 1970–1979
8. 1980–1989
9. 1990–Early 21st Century

©2014, Emond Montgomery/Nelson Education
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176482992 $72.50
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Blackline Master Print Package 9780176483142 $102.95
Online Teaching Centre (3 Users Life of Edition Access) 9780176483081 $407.95

ON Supports ON Grade 10 CHC2D (Academic)
ON Trillium Approved

©2014, Emond Montgomery/Nelson Education
Catholic Online Teaching Centre (3 users, Life of Edition Access) 9780176483173 $407.95

nelson.com/csi

VIEW A SAMPLE CHAPTER AND DEMO
THE ONLINE TEACHING CENTRE AT
nelson.com/csi
History Uncovered

Canadian History Since World War I

Authors: Julia Armstrong, Rachel Collishaw, John Piper, John Ruypers
Pedagogical Consultant and Senior Series Advisor: Dr. Peter Seixas

Developed for Ontario Grade 10 Applied History (CHC2P)

History Uncovered was designed to support the distinct needs of the applied classroom by incorporating an engaging design with dynamic visuals and an accessible reading level. This text focuses on Historical Thinking Concepts, Citizenship, and Inquiry, providing your students with multiple opportunities to analyze, examine, and interpret evidence.

The Student Book includes:
• Over 550 Primary Source Documents
• Access to online Student Book PDFs

The Online Teaching Centre offers life of edition access and includes:
• Teacher's Resource
• Modifiable Blackline Masters
• Videos
• Student Book Images
• Additional Primary Source Documents
• Test Questions
• Tech Tools
• RSS Feed

Table of Contents
Unit 1: What Is History?
Unit 2: 1914–1929
  1. Canada at War. 1914–1918
  2. In the Shadow of the War. 1916–1919
  3. Emerging from the Shadows. 1920–1929
Unit 3: 1929–1945
  4. The Great Depression. 1929–1939
  5. Conflict and Racism. 1933–1939
  6. Canada and World War II. 1939–1945
Unit 4: 1945–1982
Unit 5: 1982 to the Present
  12. Shaping Canada. 2001–Present

ON Trillium Approved
ON Supports ON Grade 10 CHC2P (Applied)

©2014, Nelson Education
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176584238 $63.95
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.

Blackline Master Print Package 9780176584092 $102.95
Online Teaching Centre (3 Users Life of Edition Access) 9780176584160 $407.95

VIEW A SAMPLE CHAPTER AND DEMO
THE ONLINE TEACHING CENTRE AT nelson.com/historyuncovered

nelson.com/historyuncovered
The Big Six

Historical Thinking Concepts

Authors: Dr. Peter Seixas, Tom Morton

Bringing historical thinking into the history and social studies classroom!

How does history become meaningful to students? When they see it as a mystery to be solved, an interpretation to be challenged, and a way to see themselves in the larger fabric of human experience.

Bring powerful understandings of six historical thinking concepts into your classroom through teaching strategies and model activities.

Each chapter begins by featuring a case in which a prominent Canadian author has engaged one of the six concepts while writing a work of popular history or historical fiction.

The accompanying online site gives you access to:

- Modifiable Blackline Masters
- All graphics, photographs, and illustrations from the text
- Additional teaching support

Table of Contents
1. Historical Significance
2. Evidence
3. Continuity and Change
4. Cause and Consequence
5. Historical Perspectives
6. Ethical Dimension

About the Authors

Dr. Peter Seixas
Dr. Peter Seixas is a professor, Canada Research Chair in the Department of Curriculum and Pedagogy, and director of the Centre for the Study of Historical Consciousness at UBC with 15 years of experience as a high school social studies teacher in Vancouver. Peter earned a Ph.D. in history from UCLA and is author of numerous articles in Canadian and international journals. Peter is the founder and director of The Historical Thinking Project, a pan-Canadian history education reform initiative.

Tom Morton
Tom Morton has taught for over 30 years in Kabala, Sierra Leone, Montréal, and Vancouver at the high school and university level. He is the author of numerous articles and books on education. Tom has received the British Columbia Social Studies Teacher of the Year award, the Governor-General’s Award for Excellence in Teaching Canadian History, and the Kron Award for Excellence in Holocaust Education.

©2012 Nelson Education
Text + Online access 9780176541545 $84.95

nelson.com/thebigsix
Western Civilizations
Brief Fourth Edition

This text is the most pedagogically innovative text for the survey course. A carefully crafted text and media program empowers students to master core content, engage in historical analysis, and think critically. The brief fourth edition has been substantially updated with the latest scholarship that connects the west to global contexts, as well as new Past and Present features that connect historical themes to contemporary topics.

©2016, Norton
Student Text  9780393614879  $95.95

Worlds Together, Worlds Apart
From the Beginnings of Humankind to the Present, AP Edition

This World History textbook is specifically designed for the new AP World History curriculum and is the most globally integrated book in its field. Drawing even clearer connections and comparisons across time and place, this reimagined text and companion adaptive learning program provides a wealth of new tools designed to help students master core content and develop critical thinking and history skills.

Key Features
• Each chapter is framed chronologically and organized thematically around significant events in world history
• Before You Read This Chapter section highlights the global storylines and core objectives that students need to comprehend while reading the chapter
• The Questions for Analysis and Long Essay Question that appear at the end of each set of documents were developed with the historical thinking skills in mind

©2016, Norton
Student Text  9780393616781  $119.95

Historical Thinking Skills: A Workbook for European History

John Irish and Edward Carson, both experienced history teachers, have teamed up to develop this workbook to focus on the historical thinking skills that high school students in the AP® European course must master to perform well on the exam.

©2016, Norton
Student Text  9780393602470  $16.95

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
Canada
A People’s History

A natural addition to your social studies classroom!

This is a series of eight books that tell Canada’s story from the earliest history of the land’s first people to the opening of the West.

Key Features
• Provides an opportunity for students to learn from various historical perspectives
• Books are colourful and visually impressive with lots of maps, photographs, timelines, and illustrations
• Fast Forward feature links history with current events and people
• Playback feature, offered throughout each book, provides an opportunity for students to demonstrate what they have learned

©2006, CBC/Fitzhenry & Whiteside Publishing

Classroom Pack (8 titles, 1 copy each) 9780176335977 $196.95

Canada’s First Peoples
Single 9780176335632 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335601 $150.95

First Contact
Single 9780176335692 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335663 $150.95

Explorers and Pathfinders
Single 9780176335685 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335656 $150.95

Settling Canada
Single 9780176335678 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335649 $150.95

Emerging Loyalties
Single 9780176335654 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335625 $150.95

Rebellions
Single 9780176335608 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335670 $150.95

Confederation: The Great Enterprise
Single 9780176335647 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335618 $150.95

Opening The West
Single 9780176335611 $27.95
6-Pack 9780176335632 $150.95

Canada Revisited

This series brings to life Canada’s fascinating and vibrant history in a way that is both interesting and relevant to students.

Key Features
• Visuals and graphic organizers help students focus and connect to prior learning
• Emphasizes active learning, concept, and skill development
• Canadian issues are studied from a historical point of view
• Focuses on the development of critical thinking skills

©1999–©2000, Arnold Publishing

Canada Revisited 6
Student Text 9780919913653 $82.95
Teacher’s Resource Package 9780919913561 $216.95

Canada Revisited 7
Student Text 9780919913707 $82.95
Teacher’s Resource Package (Revised) 9780919913370 $216.95

Canada Revisited 8
Student Text 9780919913493 $82.95
Teacher’s Resource Package 9780919913561 $216.95

©2006, Nelson Education

Student Textbook 9780176283551 $93.50
Teacher Resource Binder with Audio CD 9780176283568 $308.95
Computerized Assessment Bank 9780176323714 $304.50

AB Developed for AB Grade 7 Social Studies

Our Canada
Origins, Peoples, Perspectives

Authors: David Rees, Darrell Anderson Gerrits, Gratien Allaire

Our Canada: Origins, Peoples, Perspectives is a resource developed for the teachers and students of Alberta.

Key Features
• Designed to address the Alberta Grade 7 Social Studies curriculum
• Accessible reading level, design, and superb quality of visuals engage students and stimulate discussions
• Field tested and validated by teachers and students

©1999–©2000, Arnold Publishing

Student Text 9780176233396 $93.50
Teacher Resource 9780176233389 $216.95

Catholic Version

©1999–©2000, Arnold Publishing

Canada Revisited 6
9780176233396 $216.95

Canada Revisited 7
9780919913547 $216.95

Canada Revisited 8
9780176233402 $216.95

To order Toll Free 1-800-268-2222

nelson.com
**HISTORY**

**GRADES 8–9**

**Issues for Canadians**
*Authors: Pat Lychak, Darrell Anderson Gerrits, Alain Nogue, Jim Parsons*

Issues for Canadians was developed to address the Grade 9 Alberta Social Studies curriculum. This resource presents issues relevant to the lives of Canadians and encourages students to take an informed position.

**Key Features**
- Information presented in a variety of ways, including comics, interviews, and stories, to engage students and stimulate visual learners
- Presents real issues that are relevant in today's society

©2008, Nelson Education

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Student Textbook</th>
<th>9780176336509</th>
<th>$74.50</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Teacher Resource (Print/CD/Online)</td>
<td>9780176336516</td>
<td>$267.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computerized Test Bank</td>
<td>9780176243050</td>
<td>$259.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

AB Developed for AB Grade 9 Social Studies

ON Trillium Approved

---

**Our Worldviews**
*Authors: Phyllis Levin, Teddy Moline, Pat Redhead*

Our Worldviews fully supports the Grade 8 Social Studies curriculum in Alberta. This resource offers an accessible reading level and a variety of superb quality visuals.

**Key Features**
- Inquiry-based resource takes students on an exploration of worldviews with 3 Case Studies: The Renaissance, Japan, and the Aztecs
- 25-page skills centre helps students develop benchmark skills

©2007, Nelson Education

| Student Book | 9780176294212 | $93.50 |
| Teacher Resource | 9780176294229 | $299.95 |
| Multimedia CD | 9780176323752 | $299.95 |
| Computerized Test Bank | 9780176336066 | $273.50 |

AB Developed for AB Grade 8 Social Studies

---

**Canada**
*Authors: Angelo Bolotta, Charles Hawkes, Fred Jarman, Marc Keirstead, Jennifer Watt*

Canada: Face of a Nation provides intriguing analyses of the people and events that have shaped Canada’s past 100 years. Students are guided in developing effective strategies to shape their roles as global citizens within the new millennium.

**Key Features**
- Presents a balance of political and social history
- Features an inclusive historical narrative that includes women, Aboriginal peoples, workers, youth, and various ethnocultural groups

©2000, Gage Learning

| Student Book | 97801771581526 | $102.95 |
| Teacher’s Resource Binder | 97801771580420 | $308.50 |

BC B.C. Social Studies 11

ON Trillium Approved

Supports ON Grade 10 CHC2D and CHC2P

---

**The West and the World**
*Authors: Arthur Haberman, Adrian Shubert*

The West and the World tells the story of the emergence and consolidation of Europe and the West as the most powerful part of the world from 1500. It deals with the extension of the West geographically and the westernization of the globe into the 21st century.

**Key Features**
- Discusses the extension of the West geographically
- Explores the development of modern social, political, and economic systems
- Discusses, in-depth, the relationship between the West and other civilizations and the interactions between them
- Emphasis is on various cultures and how people live their lives to the present day

©2002, Gage Learning

| Student Text | 9780177158043 | $102.95 |
| Teacher’s Resource Binder | 97801771580420 | $308.50 |

ON Trillium Approved

Supports ON Grade 12 CHY4U and CHY4C

---

**Catholic Values**
*Teacher’s Resource*

©2000, Gage Learning

| Student Textbook | 97801771581892 | $46.95 |

---

Prices subject to change without notice.

Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
Nelson GEO7 and GEO8

Authors: Graham Draper, Ethel Johnston, Lew French
Advisors: Lew French, Mark Cassar, Stephanie Giannatselis, Ethel Johnston, Mark Lowry, Johnathan Rajalingam

Geography like you’ve never seen before

This visually stunning and engaging series features Inquiry, Geographical Thinking Concepts, Citizenship, Map and Globe Skills, and authentic National Geographic Case Studies. Offered in print and digital formats, Nelson GEO7 and GEO8 helps develop informed active citizens in our changing world.

Student Book
• Features charts, graphs, maps, illustrations, photographs, and satellite images
• Authentic National Geographic Case Studies included in each unit
• Includes access to the online PDF version

Teacher’s Resource
• Offered in a blended format to provide you with maximum flexibility
• The print version includes:
  • Teaching Notes for each lesson in the student book
  • Assessment tools and strategies
  • Blackline Masters
• The Online Teaching Centre includes:
  • Projectable student book pages
  • Lesson plans, modifiable Blackline Masters, and assessment tools
  • Interactive maps, videos, and weblinks
  • ESRI Canada GIS links

VIEW SAMPLE MATERIAL AT nelson.com/geohistory

©2014, Nelson Education

Nelson GEO7
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176590499 $45.50
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Teacher’s Resource (Print) + Online Teaching Centre (Life of Edition Access) 9780176590451 $154.50

Nelson GEO8
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176590567 $45.50
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Teacher’s Resource (Print) + Online Teaching Centre (Life of Edition Access) 9780176590659 $154.50

©2015, Nelson Education

Teacher’s Resource (Print) + Catholic Online Teaching Centre (Life of Edition Access)

©2014, Nelson Education

Nelson GEO7
9780176590383 $154.50
©2015, Nelson Education
Nelson GEO8
9780176590659 $154.50

©2014, Nelson Education
Nelson GEO8
9780176590666 $154.50

©2015, Nelson Education
Nelson GEO8
9780176590659 $154.50

To order Toll Free 1-800-268-2222
**People and Places 7**  
Authors: Pat Harrison, Linda Aspen-Baxter, John Howden, Beth Josephson, Phil Reece  

People and Places 7 is designed to support the Manitoba social studies curriculum.  

**Key Features**  
- Accessible reading level and high quality visuals  
- Emphasis on student understanding of key geographic tools, and information from the latest Canadian statistics, data, and technology  
- Written primarily by Manitoba teachers who understand real classroom issues and what Grade 7 teachers need  

**Table of Contents**  
Unit 1: Investigating Geography  
1. Place and Location  
2. Movement  
3. Interaction  
Unit 2: Human Development  
4. The Value of Life  
5. Global Rights  
6. Democratic Citizenship  
Case Study — The October Crisis of 1970  
Unit 3: Ways of Life  
7. History and Culture—Australia  
8. The Impact of Westernization—Africa  
Unit 4: Our Interdependent World  
9. Mexico  
10. Manitoba—Thinking Locally, Acting Globally  
Case Study  
11. International Agencies  
12. Sustainable Development  

**Geography Now**  
Authors: Graham Draper, Wayne Andrew  

Geography Now is a resource written specifically for the needs of the students enrolled in Ontario Grade 9 Applied Geography.  

**Key Features**  
- Accessible reading level and highly visual design to engage students  
- Practical, hands-on, relevant content and activities  

**Components**  
- Skills Workbook  
- Teacher Resource Package (Print/CD/Online)  
- DVD Package  
- Computerized Assessment Bank  

**Brief Table of Contents**  
Unit 1: Physical Processes  
Unit 2: Human Systems  
Unit 3: Environmental Challenges  
Unit 4: Canada and the World  

**Our Environment**  
**A Canadian Perspective**  
Fourth Edition  
Authors: Dianne Draper, Maureen G. Reed  

Our Environment analyzes the world's environment from a Canadian perspective.  

**Key Features**  
- Provides a contemporary introduction to the social issues behind the scientific concepts that are important to ecological functioning of our global environment  
- Presents current information on environmental issues we face in Canada from the perspective of sustainability  
- Information presented fully integrates physical and human dimensions and reflects a broad, interdisciplinary approach to the study of global and local environments  

**Brief Table of Contents**  
Part 1: Our Environment  
Part 2: The Ecosphere We Live In  
Part 3: Resources for Canada's Future  
Special Section: Canada and the World  
Part 4: Getting to Tomorrow  

---

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator's discount.
Global Issues

Bringing world issues into focus

The Global Issues series from National Geographic highlights 12 of the most important geographic and environmental issues of our time.

Each topic includes:
- 3 books at different reading levels
  - Blue: Below Reading Level
  - Orange: On Reading Level
  - Green: Above Reading Level
- 2 National Geographic case studies per book
- Authentic National Geographic content
- Striking visuals to engage readers
- A variety of reading levels to support differentiated instruction

©2013, CENGAGE Learning

Single Copy Set
(Includes 1 copy each of all 12 titles at 3 reading levels) 9781285349312 $423.95
Each include 3 6-Packs at varying reading levels for the chosen topic.

CLASSROOM SETS
Includes 6 copies of each book at all three reading levels (216 books) and 12 Teacher’s Guides for a total of 228 books.

Reading Level GRL Water Resources Globalization Food Supply Energy Resources Standard of Living Migration

6-Packs
Blue $72.50 Grade 6 V–W 9781285349442 9781285349473 9781285349503 9781285349534 9781285349565 9781285349596
Orange $72.50 Grade 7 W–Y 9781285349459 9781285349480 9781285349510 9781285349541 9781285349572 9781285349602
Green $72.50 Grade 8 Z 9781285349466 9781285349497 9781285349527 9781285349558 9781285349589 9781285349619
Classroom Set $212.95 9781285349439 9781285349460 9781285349491 9781285349523 9781285349554 9781285349585 9781285349611 9781285349622
Teacher’s Guide $17.95 9780736297516 9780736297554 9780736297592 9780736297639 9780736297677 9780736297714

Reading Level GRL Health Habitat Preservation Population Growth Pollution Climate Change Human Rights

6-Packs
Blue $72.50 Grade 6 V–W 9781285349626 9781285349657 9781285349688 9781285349671 9781285349614 9781285349707 9781285349770
Orange $72.50 Grade 7 W–Y 9781285349633 9781285349664 9781285349695 9781285349725 9781285349756 9781285349787
Green $72.50 Grade 8 Z 9781285349640 9781285349671 9781285349701 9781285349732 9781285349763 9781285349794
Classroom Set $212.95 9781285349681 9781285349698 9781285349704 9781285349711 9781285349742 9781285349753 9781285349785
Teacher’s Guide $17.95 9780736297752 9780736297790 9780736297837 9780736297875 9780736297912 9780736297950

To order Toll Free 1-800-268-2222

nelson.com/globalissues
# Explore

**Exploring world history**

This dynamic series includes 12 resources with popular *National Geographic Magazine* articles tailored to specific topics. The *National Geographic Explore* series has been adapted to be accessible for students at various reading levels and includes stunning visuals to keep readers engaged.

### Explore Section Titles
- Chinese Civilization
- Ancient Egypt
- Archaeology
- Extreme Wind and Water
- Genghis Khan and the Gobi Desert
- The Maya
- Ocean Depths
- The Amazon
- Antarctica
- The Himalaya
- Big Cats
- Space

### Prices and ISBNs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section Title</th>
<th>Student Book ISBN</th>
<th>6-Packs ISBN</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chinese Civilization</td>
<td>9781285782485</td>
<td>9781285827025</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ancient Egypt</td>
<td>9781285782355</td>
<td>9781285827032</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaeology</td>
<td>9781285782515</td>
<td>9781285827056</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extreme Wind and Water</td>
<td>9781285782447</td>
<td>9781285827063</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genghis Khan and the Gobi Desert</td>
<td>9781285782478</td>
<td>9781285827070</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Maya</td>
<td>9781285782508</td>
<td>9781285827094</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ocean Depths</td>
<td>9781285782409</td>
<td>9781285827100</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Amazon</td>
<td>9781285782379</td>
<td>9781285827018</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antarctica</td>
<td>9781285198590</td>
<td>9781285827049</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Himalaya</td>
<td>9781285782522</td>
<td>9781285827067</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Big Cats</td>
<td>9781305496521</td>
<td>9781305467309</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>9781305393028</td>
<td>9781305454804</td>
<td>$15.95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Folder (6-Packs):**
- Chinese Civilization
- Ancient Egypt
- Archaeology
- Extreme Wind and Water
- Genghis Khan and the Gobi Desert
- The Maya
- Ocean Depths
- The Amazon
- Antarctica
- The Himalaya
- Big Cats
- Space

### Prices

- Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
- Prices subject to change without notice.

---

prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator's discount.
The Real World
Fifth Edition
Kerry Ferris, Jill Stein

The Real World succeeds in classrooms because it focuses on the perspective that students care about most—their own. In every chapter, authors Kerry Ferris and Jill Stein use examples from everyday life and popular culture to draw students into thinking sociologically and to show the relevance of sociology to our relationships, our jobs, and our future goals. New to the Fifth Edition, two Data Workshops in every chapter give students a chance to apply theoretical concepts to their personal lives and actually do sociology.

Brief Table of Contents:
Part 1 – Thinking sociologically and doing sociology
Part 2 – Framing social life
Part 3 – Understanding inequality
Part 4 – Social institutions and the micro-macro link
Part 5 – Envisioning the future and creating social change

©2016, Norton
Student Text 9780393264302 $99.95

You May Ask Yourself
Core Fourth Edition
Author: Dalton Conley

This “untextbook” teaches students to think like a sociologist. You May Ask Yourself gives instructors an alternative to the typical textbook by emphasizing the big ideas of the discipline and encouraging students to ask meaningful questions. This “non-textbook” strategy explains complex concepts through personal examples and storytelling, integrates coverage of social inequality throughout the textbook, and offers the largest collection of instructor resources for a book in its price range.

Table of Contents:
Chapter 1: The Sociological Imagination: An Introduction
Chapter 2: Methods
Chapter 3: Culture and Media
Chapter 4: Socialization and the Construction of Reality
Chapter 5: Networks and Groups
Chapter 6: Social Control and Deviance
Chapter 7: Stratification
Chapter 8: Sex & Gender
Chapter 9: Race
Chapter 10: Family

©2015, Norton
Student Text 9780393614930 $69.95
Norton Psychology Reader

Editor: Gary Marcus

The perfect supplement to introductory psychology texts, The Norton Psychology Reader includes the best contemporary writing on the study of human behaviour. Editor Gary Marcus has carefully selected brief readings, mostly from popular trade books, that are both relevant and interesting to the introductory student.

Table of Contents
Chapter 1: Pioneers
Chapter 2: Methods
Chapter 3: Evolution and Genes
Chapter 4: Evolution and Genes
Chapter 5: Sensation and Perception
Chapter 6: Language
Chapter 7: Learning
Chapter 8: Cognitive Development
Chapter 9: Memory and cognition
Chapter 10: Intelligence
Chapter 11: Motivation and Stress
Chapter 12: Emotion
Chapter 13: Social Psychology
Chapter 14: Personality
Chapter 15: Culture
Chapter 16: Disorders
Chapter 17: Treatment

©2005, Norton
Student Text 9780393927122 $43.95

Psychological Science
Fifth Edition
Authors: Michael Gazzaniga, Todd Heatherton, Diane Halpern

Reflecting the latest APA Guidelines and accompanied by an exciting, new online learning tool, Psychological Science, Fifth Edition, will train your students to be savvy, scientific thinkers. Psychological Science, Fifth Edition, is a dynamic introduction to psychology that reflects the latest APA Guidelines. With psychological reasoning at the core of this edition, students will learn to critically evaluate information and become better scientific thinkers. The new, formative, adaptive online learning tool, InQuizitive, identifies what students know, personalizes review content to give them the help they need, and improves student understanding through an engaging, gamelike environment.

Table of Contents
Chapter 1: The Science of Psychology
Chapter 2: Research Methodology
Chapter 3: Biology and Behavior
Chapter 4: Consciousness
Chapter 5: Sensation and Perception
Chapter 6: Learning
Chapter 7: Attention and Memory
Chapter 8: Language, Thinking, and Intelligence
Chapter 9: Human Development
Chapter 10: Emotion and Motivation
Chapter 11: Health and Well-Being
Chapter 12: Social Psychology
Chapter 13: Personality
Chapter 14: Psychological Disorders
Chapter 15: Treatment of Psychological Disorders

©2015, Norton
Student Text 9780393250893 $187.95

Psychology in Your Life
Second Edition
Authors: Sarah Grison, Todd Heatherton, Michael Gazzaniga

Make science accessible at all levels by showing how psychology is relevant to students’ everyday lives. Author Sarah Grison—an expert in the teaching of introductory psychology—has created a print and digital package with an equal commitment to the success of every instructor and student. A strong, author-driven support package—rich with original media, a test bank, Active Learning slides, and InQuizitive adaptive learning modules—provides instructors with everything they need to help today’s students understand and apply introductory psychology. Throughout the Second Edition, the most current APA Guidelines 2.0 for introductory psychology are colour-coded for ease in identification and helping students connect psychology to their everyday lives.

Table of Contents
1. Introducing the World of Psychology
2. The Role of Biology in Psychology
3. Consciousness
4. Development Across the Life Span
5. Sensation and Perception
6. Learning
7. Memory
8. Thinking and Intelligence
9. Motivation and Emotion
10. Sex, Gender, and Sexuality
11. Health and Well-Being
12. Social Psychology
13. Self and Personality
14. Psychological Disorders
15. Psychological Treatments
Appendix A: Analyzing Data in Psychological Research
Appendix B: Quizzes

©2016, Norton
Student Text 9780393265156 $139.95

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
All About Law
Exploring the Canadian Legal System
Sixth Edition

Authors: Terry Murphy, Kathleen Ryan Elliott, Agi Mete, Jamie Glass

As Canada’s bestselling high school law text, *All About Law* provides comprehensive coverage of Canadian laws and legislation, important cases, and events.

**Student Book**
- Hundreds of cases feature citations, summaries, and discussion questions
- Review Your Understanding questions regularly appear to help students remember important concepts and terms
- You Be The Judge feature encourages students to form their own opinions on notable quotes and scenarios

**Teacher’s Resource**
- 3-in-1 format (Print/CD/Online) for planning flexibility

**Teacher’s Resource CD**
- Modifiable Blackline Masters
- Assessment Tool

**Online Support**
- Activities and Weblinks for students

**DVD Package**
- A variety of CBC video segments
- Teacher’s Resource includes complete lesson plans for all DVD segments

**Computerized Test Bank**
- Enables teachers to create customized tests and quizzes in minutes

---

**Table of Contents**

Unit 1: Introduction to Law
1. Law: Its Purpose and History
2. The Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
3. Human Rights in Canada

Unit 2: Criminal Law
4. Criminal Law
5. The Police—Investigation, Arrest, and Bringing the Accused to Trial
6. Trial Procedures
7. Criminal Code Offences
8. Criminal Defences
9. From Sentencing to Release
10. The Youth Criminal Justice System

Unit 3: Torts and Dispute Resolution
11. Resolving Civil Disputes
12. Negligence and Other Torts

Unit 4: Family Law
13. Marriage, Divorce, and the Family
14. Division of Property and Support

Unit 5: Contract Law
15. Elements of a Contract
16. Dispute Resolution

Appendix A: Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms
Appendix B: Citation References
Appendix C: Table of Cases

Glossary

---

©2009, Nelson Education

**Catholic Teacher’s Supplement**
Free in Online Teacher’s Resource

---

Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Principles of Economics
Second Edition

Principles of Microeconomics
Second Edition

Principles of Macroeconomics
Second Edition

Authors: Lee Coppock, Dirk Mateer

Mateer and Coppock, leading researchers in Economics teaching who have consistently taught Principles over a combined 40-plus years, brought their innovative teaching experiences to this blockbuster text. They put economics into context by making it relatable through carefully crafted real-world examples, a problem-solving pedagogy that emphasizes economic decision-making, and a voice that speaks directly to students.

Brief Table of Contents

PRINCIPLES OF MICROECONOMICS
Introduction
The Role of Markets
The Theory of the Firm
Labor Markets and Earnings
Special Topics in Microeconomics

PRINCIPLES OF MACROECONOMICS
Introduction
Macroeconomic Basics
The Long and Short of Macroeconomics
Fiscal Policy
International Economics

Essentials of Economics

Authors: Dirk Mateer, Lee Coppock, Brian O’Roark

Meets students where they are. Makes economics matter.

Written by Dirk Mateer, Lee Coppock, and Brian O’Roark—three of the leading economics instructors in the country—Essentials of Economics brings insights and practices refined over a combined 50 years in the classroom to a survey text that is student-centered, from the ground up.

Table of Contents

Introduction
1. Thinking Like an Economist
2. Economic Models and Gains from Trade
3. The Market at Work: Supply and Demand
4. Market Efficiency
Microeconomics
5. Costs and Production: How Do Businesses Work?
6. Market Structures
7. Behavioral Economics and Game Theory
8. Labor Markets and Earnings
9. Government in the Economy
Macroeconomics
10. What Is Macroeconomics?
11. Measuring the Macroeconomy, Unemployment, and Inflation
12. Aggregate Demand and Aggregate Supply
13. Economic Growth and the Wealth of Nations
14. Savings, Investment, and the Market for Loanable Funds
15. Money and the Federal Reserve
16. Monetary Policy
17. Fiscal Policy and Budget Deficits
18. International Economics
Appendix
19. Personal Finance

©2015, Norton

Student Book 9780393264586 $199.95

Principles of Economics, Second Edition
Student Edition 9780393614077 $239.95

Principles of Microeconomics, Second Edition
Student Edition 9780393614084 $196.95

Principles of Macroeconomics, Second Edition
Student Edition 9780393614091 $196.96
Essentials of Comparative Politics
Fifth AP Edition
Authors: Patrick H. O’Neil, Karl Fields, Don Share

Essentials of Comparative Politics provides all the tools professors need to introduce the study and comparison of political systems. A brief conceptual textbook of the core ideas behind comparative politics, complete with country case studies, gives instructors the utmost flexibility in structuring their courses without asking students to pay too much.

Table of Contents
Chapter 1: Introduction to Essentials of Comparative Politics
Chapter 2: States
Chapter 3: Nations and Society
Chapter 4: Political Economy
Chapter 5: Political Violence
Chapter 6: Democratic Regimes
   Case A: United Kingdom
Chapter 7: Advanced Democracies
   Case B: Russia
   Case C: China
Chapter 8: Nondemocratic Regimes
Chapter 9: Communism and Postcommunism
   Case B: Russia
   Case C: China
Chapter 10: Less-Developed and Newly Industrializing Countries
   Case D: Iran
   Case E: Mexico
   Case F: Nigeria

©2015, Norton
Student Text 9780393265262 $93.95

An Introduction to Comparative Politics
Authors: Mark Kesselman; Joel Krieger; William A. Joseph

Updated to reflect today’s political climate, the Seventh Edition of Introduction to Comparative Politics offers a country-by-country approach that allows students to fully examine similarities and differences among countries and within and between political systems. Each chapter offers an analysis of political challenges and changing agendas within countries and provides detailed descriptions and analyses of the politics of individual countries. The Seventh Edition offers a condensed narrative and student-friendly pedagogy such as marginal key terms and focus questions that will help students make meaningful connections and comparisons about the countries presented. Introduction to Comparative Politics, Seventh Edition, consists of 13 country case studies, selected for their significance in terms of the comparative themes and because they provide an interesting sample of types of political regimes, levels of economic development, and geographic regions.

Table of Contents
Part I: Introduction
1. Introducing Comparative Politics
Part II: Consolidated Democracies
2. Britain
3. The United States
4. European Union
Part III: Mixed Systems
5. Mexico
6. Nigeria
7. The Russian Federation
Part IV: Authoritarian Regimes
8. Iran
9. China
10. Less-Developed and Newly Industrializing Countries
   Case B: Russia
   Case C: China

©2016, CENGAGE Learning
Student Text 9781285865355 $151.50
Fast Track to a 5 9781285865393 $37.50
Teacher’s Guide 9781285865362 $35.50

To order Toll Free 1-800-268-2222

nelson.com
CAREERS/CIVICS

GRADING S 6–9

Careers for Life
My Career Pathways
Authors: Bev Huntington, Linda Greyeyes

Careers for Life: My Career Pathways is a resource developed specifically for the Grades 6–9 Career Education curricula. Developed in conjunction with the Saskatchewan Ministry of Education, and endorsed by the Minister of Education, this resource has been designed specifically for the students and educators of Saskatchewan!

Key Features
• 100% curriculum fit to Saskatchewan’s Grades 6–9 Career Education curricula
• Provides classroom teachers with a core resource to enable them to successfully implement the new Career Education curricula

©2009, Nelson Education
Student Resource 9780176113681 $56.50
Teacher’s Resource 9780176113698 $212.50
SK Supports SK Grades 6–9 Career Education curricula

Catholic Values Document

nelson.com/saskcareers

GRADING E 10

Nelson Career Studies 10
Author: Lee Wallace

Nelson Career Studies 10 is an activity-based program designed to teach the process of career development through self-discovery and self-directed learning. The program is organized into five thematic units, each of which is focused on a question that is essential to the career development process.

Key Features
• Unit Overviews: Clearly indicate curriculum expectations covered in upcoming unit of work
• Unit Story: Introductory fictional account that illustrates the main theme of a unit
• Career Portfolio: Integrated key activities help students build their own career portfolios
• Variety of Activities: A wide range of activities promote the process of decision making

©2000, Nelson Education
Student Text (hardcover)  9780176201364 $73.50
Teacher Resource (Print/CD/Online)  9780176201371 $308.95
DVD Package  9780176201965 $308.95
Computerized Assessment Bank  9780176302214 $299.50

BC B.C. Grade 10: Planning 10

ON Supports ON Grade 10 Career Studies GLC2O

GRADING E 8 AND 10

Civics Now
Authors: Doug Gordon, Jack MacFadden, Jennifer Watt

Civics Now explores extensive content in the areas of human rights, environmental citizenship, and Aboriginal issues.

Key Features
• Embedded Literacy Strategies and Skills Appendix to support student learning
• Accessible reading level and highly visual design engages reluctant readers

©2006, Nelson Education
Student Textbook  9780176301941 $66.95
Teacher Resource (Print/CD/Online)  9780176301958 $226.95
DVD Package  9780176301965 $308.95
Computerized Assessment Bank  9780176302214 $299.50

ON Trillium Approved
Developed for ON Grade 10 Civics CHV2O

SK SK Ministry of Education Approved
Core Resource Grade 8

B.C. Grade 10: Planning 10

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
World Religions for Secondary Schools

This text was designed for secondary schools and explores the history, world views, and fundamental traditions of major world religions. World Religions for Secondary Schools focuses on common themes such as rituals and symbols, the prospects for life after death, and our place in the world.

The Student Book features:
- Maps
- Photographs
- Timelines
- Excerpts from sacred texts

The Online Teaching Centre provides Life of Edition access and features:
- Student Book images
- Teaching Notes
- PowerPoint lessons to support each chapter
- Weblinks

Table of Contents
Part I: Religion of Tribes and City States
1. Religions of the Americas
2. Religions of Africa
Part II: Religions Arising in India
3. Hinduism
4. Buddhism
5. Jainism and Sikhism
Part III: Religions of China and Japan
6. China and Japan
Part IV: Religions That Influenced East and West
7. Ancient Religions of Iraq and Iran
8. Religions of the Family of Abraham
9. Christianity
10. Islam
Part V: Religions in the 21st Century
11. New Forms of Older Religions
12. Globalization and World Religions

World Religions
A Canadian Catholic Perspective

Authors: Father John van den Hengel, Sharron McKeever, Les Miller, Michael Way-Skinner, Sean Stokes, Michael Harrison, Char Deslippe, Taren Kidd

The only Canadian Catholic resource for the Ontario Grade 11 World Religions course

World Religions: A Canadian Catholic Perspective is the only Canadian Catholic World Religions resource available. Developed in partnership with Novalis, World Religions: A Canadian Catholic Perspective is written from a uniquely Canadian Catholic perspective to help strengthen students’ understanding of their Catholic faith. This resource is designed to support success for all students with a variety of features that meet the wide range of learners’ needs in the classroom.

Table of Contents
Introduction: To the Student
1. World Religions and Religious Pluralism
2. Who Are Catholics?
3. The Story of Canadian Aboriginal Spirituality
4. The Story of Judaism
5. The Story of Christianity
6. The Story of Islam
7. The Story of Hinduism
8. The Story of Buddhism
9. The Story of Sikhism
10. Modernity and Religion
11. Living Faith Today

Developed for Catholic Schools’ (HRT3M1) Faith and Culture World Religions Course

©2016, Nelson Education
Student Resource 9780176242459 $69.95
Student Resource and Online Student Centre (Life of Edition Access, 1 per Student Book) 9780176572037 $80.50
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
Teacher’s Resource (Includes Online Teacher’s Centre) 9780176322144 $232.95
Computerized Assessment Bank 9780176760649 $267.95

Supports ON Curriculum HRE3E1 (Workplace), HRF301 (Open), HRT3M1 (University/College)

nelson.com/worldreligions

To order Toll Free 1-800-268-2222
**Ways of Knowing**

*An Introduction to Native Studies in Canada*

**Third Edition**

**Author: Yale D. Belanger**

*Ways of Knowing* is framed from an academic perspective and addresses Native intellectual tradition and the academic study of Native peoples. Taking a historically grounded approach and writing in a narrative style that largely avoids technical language, Belanger includes unique chapters on Native philosophy, Native peoples’ relationship with the land and indigenous political economy, and the arts (language, art, and literature). It also highlights the sociopolitical and socioeconomic challenges currently facing Canada’s Native leaders and their communities nationally.

**Table of Contents**

**Part One: Philosophy and Ways of Knowing**
- Chapter 1: Ways of Knowing
- Chapter 2: The Land and Indigenous Political Economy
- Chapter 3: The Arts
- Chapter 4: History
- Chapter 5: The Indian Act and Indian Affairs in Canada
- Chapter 6: The Métis
- Chapter 7: The Inuit and Nunavut
- Chapter 8: Native Military Traditions and the Canadian Forces

**Part Two: History**
- Chapter 9: Political Organization in Canada
- Chapter 10: Native People and the Canadian Justice System
- Chapter 11: Self-Government
- Chapter 12: Economic Development
- Part Four: Contemporary Issues
- Chapter 13: Health and Well-Being in Canada
- Chapter 14: Communications
- Chapter 15: Urban Issues

---

**Aboriginal Studies Series**

**Authors:** Kainai Board of Education, Métis Nation of Alberta, Northland School Division, and Tribal Chiefs Institute of Treaty Six

The Aboriginal Studies resources were written from an Aboriginal perspective to fit the Alberta Aboriginal Studies 10, 20, and 30 curricula. These resources were reviewed by Elders from across Alberta.

**Key Features**

- A unique approach to teaching First Nations, Métis and Inuit history, culture, and issues
- Effective chapter organizers provide material to consider as students begin and end each chapter
- First-hand stories, ideas, viewpoints, and experiences of Aboriginal people
- Profiles of contemporary and historical people and their contributions
- Detailed maps, photos, and informative timelines that illustrate and summarize significant topics
- *Talking Circle* activities to encourage discussion and reflect Aboriginal traditions
- Special features on *Issues for Investigation, Indigenous Knowledge and Symbolism, and Expression*
- Chapters end with a review to check understanding, encourage reflection, and apply and broaden knowledge and skills

**Table of Contents**

**Aboriginal Perspectives**

**Aboriginal Studies 10**
1. Land and People
2. The Oral Tradition
3. Worldview
4. Traditional Societies
5. Contact and Cultural Exchange
6. Today and the Future
7. Symbolism and Expression

**Aboriginal Studies 20**
1. A Way of Life in Change
2. Colonization and Cultural Change
3. The Métis People in Conflict
4. The Métis People and Cultural Change
5. Treaties and Cultural Change
6. Education and Cultural Change
7. Self-Government and Cultural Continuity

**Contemporary Issues**

**Aboriginal Studies 30**
1. Inherent Rights
2. Traditional Governance and Colonization
3. Aboriginal Rights and Self-Government
4. Land Claims
5. In Canadian Society
6. Communities Today
7. World Issues

---

©2018, Nelson Education

Student Text 9780176696566 $78.36

©2004, Duval House Publishing

Aboriginal Perspectives

Student Text 9781552206034 $84.95
Teacher’s Guide 9781554460663 $285.50

©2004, Duval House Publishing

Peoples and Cultural Change

Student Text 9781552206041 $84.95
Teacher’s Guide 9781554460670 $285.50

©2005, Duval House Publishing

Contemporary Issues

Student Text 9781552206058 $84.95
Teacher’s Guide 9781554460687 $285.50

AB Developed for Aboriginal Studies 10, 20, 30
Parenting in Canada
Human Growth and Development
Authors: Mary Cunningham, Eva Meriorg, Laura Tryssenaar

Parenting in Canada is the premier Canadian resource for the Parenting and Human Development course. This text captures and conveys the underlying themes that are common within each of these senior secondary courses. To accommodate the wide range of students and their level of interest and ability, a variety of features allow for flexibility.

Key Features
• Written with a Canadian focus using domestic statistics, case studies, resources, and references
• Each of the 6 units organizes the content and addresses the specific expectations of the courses that frame the text
• Focuses on skills and knowledge needed to promote the positive and healthy nurturing of children

Brief Table of Contents
Unit 1: Parenting in Canada
Unit 2: Historical and Cultural Perspectives of Childhood
Unit 3: The Circles of Life
Unit 4: Children in Your Future
Unit 5: The Nature of Children
Unit 6: Nurturing Children
Unit 7: Children in the Global Community

©2003, Nelson Education
Student Text 9780176201968 $102.95
Teacher’s Resource 9780176201975 $284.50

Individual and Family Living in Canada
Authors: Eva Meriorg, Maureen Holloway

An excellent resource to teach, plan, and assess the Individual and Family Living course! Throughout the text, students explore how to meet basic needs, relate to others, manage resources, and become responsible members of society.

Key Features
• 100% coverage of curriculum expectations
• Complete assessment and evaluation
• Engaging activities, case studies, articles, and career links

Table of Contents
1. Introduction
2. Achieving Your Potential
3. Relating to Others
4. Living in Families Today
5. Managing Family Resources
6. Caring for Individuals and Families
7. Summarizing Lifestyle Options

©2001, Irwin Publishing
Student Text 9780772529015 $68.95

Teacher's Resource Catholic Edition
©2006, Nelson Education
9780772529121 $305.50
The World of Business
Fifth Edition
Authors: Jack Wilson, David Notman, Lorie Guest

The World of Business, Fifth Edition brings the business world into the classroom with current, relevant Canadian and international profiles that are meaningful and engaging for students.

Key Features
- Teacher Support CD includes PowerPoint presentations for each chapter, as well as a Literacy Test Preparations Package
- DVD Package containing 29 CBC video segments brings course concepts and content to life

Brief Table of Contents
1. Business Fundamentals
2. Functions of a Business
3. Entrepreneurship
4. Income Management

Business Technology Today
Authors: Laura Pinto, Janice L. Ellerby, Kara Hiltz

Business Technology Today provides an introduction to Information and Communication Technology (ICT). Your students will learn the necessary theoretical background to understand ICT, and build upon that theory with case studies and practical assignments, and application-based exercises designed to develop ICT skills.

Key Features
- Teacher Support CD includes 25 application activities as well as PowerPoint presentations for each chapter of the text
- DVD Package containing 20 CBC video segments brings course concepts and content to life

Brief Table of Contents
1. Setting the Stage
2. How ICT Works
3. The Internet—More Than Just the WWW
4. Applying ICT to Electronic Research
6. Getting Your Point Across
7. You Can Reach Me Anywhere!—Using Electronic Communication Tools
8. Managing Data with Spreadsheet and Database Software
10. Applications That Get You Noticed—Web Design
11. Protecting Yourself in Cyberspace
12. Doing the Right Thing in Cyberspace

Century 21 Accounting
Multicolumn Journal
Tenth Edition
Authors: Claudia Bienias Gilbertson, Mark W. Lehman, Debra Gentene

Trust the dedicated leader in accounting education to transform your accounting course with a time-tested instructional design, enhanced digital solutions, and a comprehensive package to address your contemporary classroom needs and prepare your students for success in the 21st century.

Key Features
- Greater emphasis on conceptual understanding and financial statement analysis
- Critical-thinking activities are infused throughout the text to provide more opportunities for higher-level thinking and analysis
- Contemporary new design and presentation with step-by-step instructions and descriptive text clearly reinforces concepts

Brief Table of Contents
1. Starting a Proprietorship: Changes That Affect the Accounting Equation
2. Analyzing Transactions into Debit and Credit Parts
3. Journalizing Transactions
4. Posting to a General Ledger
5. Cash Control Systems
6. Work Sheet and Adjusting Entries for a Service Business
7. Financial Statements for a Proprietorship
8. Recording Closing Entries and Preparing a Post-Closing Trial Balance for a Service Business
9. Accounting for Purchases and Cash Payments
10. Accounting for Sales and Cash Receipts

©2012, Nelson Education
Student Text (Chapters 1–24) 9780840064653 $155.16
Introductory Course (Chapters 1–17) 9781111579357 $132.76
Instructor’s Resource Kit 9781133958574 $638.36
Instructor’s Resource CD 9781111579708 $315.96

ON Trillium Approved ☑
- Developed for ON Grades 9 and 10 Introduction to Business BJT10, BBT20
SK Ministry of Education Approved for Accounting 10, 20, and 30

©2006, Nelson Education
Student Text 9780176335458 $76.95
Teacher’s Resource (Print/CD/Online includes Teacher Support CD) 9780176335465 $273.50
DVD Package 9780176340307 $251.50

ON Trillium Approved ☑
- Developed for ON Grades 9 and 10 Information and Communication Technology in Business BTT10, BTT20

©2007, Nelson Education
Student Text 9780176337513 $93.50
Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176685869 $99.50
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available.
Contact your Sales Representative for more information.

©2008, Nelson Education
Teacher Support CD includes 25 application activities as well as PowerPoint presentations for each chapter of the text
DVD Package containing 20 CBC video segments brings course concepts and content to life

Brief Table of Contents
1. Setting the Stage
2. How ICT Works
3. The Internet—More Than Just the WWW
4. Applying ICT to Electronic Research
6. Getting Your Point Across
7. You Can Reach Me Anywhere!—Using Electronic Communication Tools
8. Managing Data with Spreadsheet and Database Software
10. Applications That Get You Noticed—Web Design
11. Protecting Yourself in Cyberspace
12. Doing the Right Thing in Cyberspace
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MKTG
Third Canadian Edition
Authors: Charles W. Lamb, Joe F. Hair, Carl McDaniel, Harish Kapoor, Janice Shearer, Marc Boivin, Richard Appleby

This resource emphasizes customer needs and the customer relationship, and is organized in a new way to give the text a more logical progression. The examples and cases throughout the text have been thoroughly updated with increased emphasis on Canadian business.

Key Features
• Photos and graphics help the text come alive for visual learners and enrich the presentation of the material
• Chapter review card for each chapter

Brief Table of Contents
Part One: Marketing—Let’s Get Started
Part Two: Analyzing Marketing Opportunities
Part Three: Product Decisions
Part Four: Pricing Decisions
Part Five: Distribution Decisions
Part Six: Promotion Decisions

Entrepreneurship
Creating a Venture
Second Edition
Authors: Lori Cranson, Madeline Dennis
Entrepreneurship: Creating a Venture, Second Edition comes to life through numerous venture profiles of successful Canadian entrepreneurs and engaging hands-on activities.

Table of Contents
1. What is Entrepreneurship?
2. Entrepreneurs and Entrepreneurial People
3. Assessing Your Entrepreneurial Potential
4. Challenges and Changes in the Labour Market
5. Invention, Innovation, and the Creative Edge
6. Opportunities, Ideas, and the Enterprising Work Environment
7. The Venture Plan
8. Analyzing Your Market
9. Rolling Up Your Sleeves: Resource Allocation and Management
10. Financing Your Dream
11. Vision to Action: Writing the Venture Plan
12. Venturing as a Way of Life

©2011, CENGAGE Learning
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Annotated Instructor’s Edition 9780840065247 $218.36
ExamView® Test Bank 9780840065292 $331.96
Instructor’s Resource CD 9780840065933 $315.96

Entrepreneurship
Ideas in Action
Fifth Edition
Authors: Cynthia L. Greene
Entrepreneurship: Ideas in Action, Fifth Edition provides students with the knowledge needed to realistically evaluate their potential as a business owner. Students learn how to develop a business plan, what it takes to be a successful entrepreneur, and how to get an entrepreneurial venture off to a good start.

Table of Contents
1. Should You Become an Entrepreneur?
2. Entrepreneurs in a Market Economy
3. Develop a Business Plan
4. Identify and Meet a Market Need
5. Market Your Business
6. Distribution, Promotion, and Selling
7. Select a Type of Ownership
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©2011, CENGAGE Learning
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The Big Questions
A Short Introduction to Philosophy
Ninth Edition

Authors: Robert C. Solomon, Kathleen M. Higgins

This engaging text covers philosophy’s central ideas in an accessible, approachable manner. Students will explore timeless “big questions” about the self, God, justice, and other meaningful topics. They will gain the context needed for an understanding of the foundational issues, as well as the confidence to establish their own informed positions on these “big questions.”

Key Features
• This engaging text is organized around a series of timeless “big questions” such as the meaning of life, God, and morality, giving students of all backgrounds and interest levels a useful, relevant context to approach key philosophical concepts, explore their own ideas, and form their own opinions as they examine each topic
• The authors engage the students in “doing” philosophy right from the start and guide students Socratically through an analysis of the issues surrounding each of the big questions
• Throughout the text, special boxed features present excerpts from primary sources to expose students to fundamental works in the history of philosophy, allowing them to benefit from a more informed perspective without the need to confront difficult or intimidating texts in their entirety

Table of Contents
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Doing Philosophy
1. Philosophical Questions
2. The Meaning of Life
3. God
4. The Nature of Reality
5. The Search for the Truth
6. Self
7. Freedom
8. Morality and the Good Life
9. Justice and the Good Society
10. Non-Western Philosophy
11. Beauty
Appendix A: Writing Philosophy
Appendix B: Deductive Logic Valued Argument Forms
Appendix C: Common Informal Fallacies
Informal Fallacies
Glossary
Index

©2013, CENGAGE Learning
Student Text 9781133610649 $150.36

Walk a Mile
Experiencing and Understanding Diversity in Canada

Authors: Theresa Anzovino, Deborah Boutilier

Walk a Mile helps students develop an understanding of theoretical, social, historical, and contemporary issues relating to equity, diversity, and social justice in a variety of contexts.

Key Features
• Every chapter includes a reading carefully chosen to encourage students to make connections between the chapter’s themes and its key concepts and ideas
• Each reading is followed by several discussion questions that can be used as the basis for a written assignment, an oral discussion, or a class debate
• The pictures have been selected to evoke meaningful critical thought in the minds of students and in their discussions with their peers

Table of Contents
1. Diversity and Identity
2. Forms of Oppression
3. Social Inequality
4. Race as a Social Construct
5. Aboriginal Peoples
6. Religion
7. Gender and Sexuality
8. Mind and Body
9. Generations and Technology
10. Families
11. Immigration
12. Multiculturalism
13. Practising Diversity

2015, Nelson Education
Package 9780176557119 $75.96
ON Supports On Grade 11 HSE3E and Grade 12 HSE4M

VIEW AN ONLINE SAMPLE CHAPTER AT nelson.com/walkamilesamplechapter

Prices subject to change without notice. Prices reflect 20% K–12 Educator’s discount.
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Human Geography 8, Second Edition
©2009, Nelson Education
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Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176685607 $68.95
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
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Investigating Geography
©2001, Arnold Publishing
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Student Book + Online PDFs (Life of Edition Access) 9780176685546 $68.95
Digital Student Resource (1-year subscription) is available. Contact your Sales Representative for more information.
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